
Five Star Reviews

Non-Terran Entity

6 reviews

a year ago

Best Gasket company in the Galaxy! Seriously!! 
Went to numerous gasket companies seeking 
help with small, but, VERY IMPORTANT, order 
for a vintage car project. With simple diagram 
and measurements, JTC went to work, MORE 
than reasonable price and got the final product  
IN A WEEK!

Absolutely ZERO reason to go anywhere else! 
The product was PERFECT! I have given the 
company info to a couple of mechanics I know 
and my daughter is doing a big online review, 
for me also, as she has numerous followers 
and reach!  In short, I RARELY if EVER Review 
because I'm always disappointed.  I wish there 
were SIX STARS! I'll definitely be back!

Debbie Turner

Local Guide · 348 reviews

a year ago

I recently did web searches for a custom
gasket maker needed for vintage vehicle I’m 
rebuilding. I requested a
number of quotes and availability and many 
replied I need too many or
couldn’t do it. Jay Turner Company member, 
Brad, replied and NOT
ONLY would they do it, BUT, it was to start being 
made THAT DAY, and
if I approved the quote, they would be back to 
me IN A WEEK! Not only
was the Quote SUPERB, I needed two and then 
ordered FOUR just to
have backups. Save yourself TIME, MONEY and 
frustrating
replies and still have custom work done. Brad 
was courteous, helpful,
replied quickly and took on the job without any 
“got to buy a 100+ or
more to make it” nonsense! Moreover, the 
materials are numerous and
I wanted premium VITON, which they had. 
Anyone needing gasket
and sealing for any purpose I encourage you GO 
THERE FIRST. Get what
you want and NEVER HAVE TO LOOK 
ELSEWHERE. I’ll be back for my

next project. AN EPIC company that ACTUALLY 
deserves everyone’s support. My name is 
Turner but I have no connection to this 
company other than being a satisfied customer.

Todd

Local Guide · 69 reviews

a year ago

Outstanding company. They took very good 
care of us on our gasket needs.
Fast service, good products.

Thanks!

Sergio Paz

16 reviews

11 months ago

Polite good people got right on what I needed. Jeremy Petersen

a year ago

Pat Martinez

Local Guide · 27 reviews

5 months ago

Danial Fulwider

3 years ago

Keith Julian

14 reviews

a year ago

Eric Johnson

4 reviews

10 months ago
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